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Ludwig Wittgenstein (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) This site is about the influential book Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus. Although the site is intended as an English site about a text in German, it would be

Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (2 vols.) - Logos Bible Software The German expression Tatsachen is rendered in both translations as facts, but the German expression Sachverhaltes is translated in Ogden as atomic. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus - IFPS 18 Sep 2009. Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus Ludwig Wittgenstein, C. K. Ogden The latter translation is consistent with the one in my Cassell s German. Buy Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: German and English. 5 Feb 2018. containing the original German, alongside both Pears/McGuinness translation. 397.

Philosophicus :: German Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: German-English Text Ludwig Wittgenstein ISBN: 9780686770381 Kostenloser Versand für alle Bücher mit Versand und . Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: German and English Edition (trans. These two documents formed the basis of the German and English text of Ogden's bilingual edition of the Tractatus Logico-philosophicus in 1922. Tractatus logico-philosophicus: the German text of Ludwig. C.K. Ogden's translation of the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus has a unique provenance. As revealed in Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: German and English Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus: About this site - kfs Ludwig Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus consists of a series of numbered. The default text is the German original, but a dropdown menu in each text panel allows you to choose either of the canonical English translations.